Part 1
– 5 questions –

Listen and draw lines. There is one example.
Test 1

Part 2
– 5 questions –

Read the question. Listen and write a name or a number.

There are two examples.

Examples

What's the boy's name? .................................. Bill

How old is he? .................................. 6
Questions

1  What's the name of Bill's toy monkey? ..................................

2  How old is Bill's toy monkey? ...........................................

3  How many brothers and sisters has Bill got? ......................

4  What is Bill's mum's name? ...........................................

5  What's Bill's family name? ............................................
Part 3
– 5 questions –

Listen and tick (✓) the box. There is one example.

What sport is on TV today?

![Images of a basketball game, a soccer game, and a tennis match]

A  ✓  B  C

1 Which is Sue's toy?

![Images of a train, a plane, and a bus]

A  B  C

2 Where are Tom's trousers?

![Images of clothes in a bathroom, a wardrobe, and a bed]

A  B  C
3 Which book does Sam want?

- A
- B
- C

4 What is Ann drawing?

- A
- B
- C

5 What can Ben's mum do?

- A
- B
- C
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Part 4
– 5 questions –

Listen and colour. There is one example.